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ABSTRACT
The Structural Acoustics Loads and Transmission (SALT) facility at the NASA Langley Research Center is comprised of an anechoic room and a reverberant room, and may act as a transmission loss suite when test articles are mounted in a window connecting the two rooms. In the latter configuration, the reverberant room acts as the noise source side and the anechoic room as the receiver side. The noise generation system used for qualification testing in the reverberant room was previously shown to achieve a maximum overall sound pressure level of 141 dB. This is considered to be marginally adequate for generating sound pressure levels typically required for launch vehicle payload qualification testing. Recent enhancements to the noise generation system increased the maximum overall sound pressure level to 154 dB, through the use of two airstream modulators coupled to 35 Hz and 160 Hz horns. This paper documents the acoustic performance of the enhanced noise generation system for a variety of relevant test spectra. Additionally, it demonstrates the capability of the SALT facility to conduct transmission loss and absorption testing in accordance with ASTM and ISO standards, respectively. A few examples of test capabilities are shown and include transmission loss testing of simple unstiffened and built up structures and measurement of the diffuse field absorption coefficient of a fibrous acoustic blanket.

1. INTRODUCTION
Research into the design and optimization of the acoustic properties of aerospace structures often requires testing to quantify a structure’s response to an acoustic field, or to quantify the acoustic absorption of a structure or material. Acoustic testing may also be required in order to qualify structures or components that will be exposed to high acoustic fields in service. The Structural Acoustics Loads and Transmission (SALT) facility at the NASA Langley Research Center is used to conduct these types of tests to support NASA programs and external customers. The SALT facility consists of an anechoic room, reverberant room, and window connecting the two rooms. The facility can be configured to conduct different standard acoustical tests, such as transmission loss, acoustic absorption, and hardware qualification. Past usage of the facility has included measurements of the vibroacoustic characteristics of aerospace components such as aircraft sidewalls [1, 2], noise treatment concepts [3, 4], and for qualification testing [5].
Although the characteristics of the facility have been discussed previously [6], recent modifications have enhanced the facility’s capability to generate very high sound levels. These enhancements consist of two acoustic horns driven by airstream modulators, associated air handling and amplifiers to drive the modulators, and controller software to produce a desired spectral shape at the high sound levels. In addition, a planar traversing intensity probe array was installed in order to automate the process for measuring transmission loss of structures. A new adaptor frame has also been constructed to hold transmission loss test articles and minimize facility interactions at panel boundaries.

This paper discusses the characteristics of the SALT facility with the addition of these recent enhancements. This includes characteristics of the anechoic and reverberant rooms for absorption and transmission loss testing, and the high sound level generation capability in the reverberant source room.

2. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

A schematic of the SALT facility is shown in Figure 1. The 278 m³ reverberant room, shown on the right side of the figure, is structurally isolated from the rest of the building and measures approximately 4.5 m x 6.5 m x 9.5 m (h x w x l). The room walls and ceiling are splayed to diminish the effects of standing waves between opposite surfaces and are separated by a 0.25 m air gap from the surrounding 0.46 m thick concrete building walls. The total surface area of the walls, floor and ceiling is approximately 290 m². A photograph of the reverberant room is shown in Figure 2 in a high-intensity reverberant test configuration. The anechoic room, on the left side of the figure measures 4.57 m x 7.65 m x 9.63 m (h x w x l), from wedge tip to wedge tip, for a volume of 337 m³. The double walls of the room consist of concrete and gypsum board and were designed to provide 54 dB of sound attenuation at 125 Hz. More than 4850 open-cell, polyurethane acoustic wedges cover the walls, ceiling, doors, and floor in the anechoic room. A movable partition covered with acoustic wedges can be placed in front of the transmission loss (TL) window when needed, and wedges can be removed from the floor to create a hemi-anechoic configuration.

![Figure 1: NASA Langley SALT facility showing reverberant and anechoic rooms configured for transmission-loss testing.](image-url)
Figure 2: Photograph of SALT reverberant room shown configured for high-intensity acoustic testing with airstream modulators coupled to 35 Hz (large) and 160 Hz (small) horns.

The TL window can accommodate test structures up to 1.41 m x 1.41 m, although smaller test structures can be accommodated using an adaptor frame. For most testing, a general purpose adaptor frame is used that reduces the window opening down to 1.19 m x 1.19 m. The frame, shown in Figure 3, consists of a 152 mm wide sandwich of medium density fiberboard (MDF) bonded between two 6.4 mm thick aluminum face sheets. This adaptor was designed to reduce facility modal interactions at lower frequencies [7], although this is often unavoidable when dealing with stiff test structures. Clamping bars are typically used to at the interface between the adaptor and the test article to improve the uniformity of the clamping force.

Figure 3: Aluminum/MDF sandwich adaptor frame (left) with a cross-section view (right).

When needed, such as during absorption and qualification testing in the reverberant room, the TL window can be closed off with a rigid blank made from MDF. During high-intensity qualification testing in the reverberant room, the MDF blank is mounted with an offset from
the window, which provides a vent path for air used by the airstream modulators. The offset panel, painted with the NASA logo, can be seen in the middle of Figure 2.

2.1 Data Acquisition and Control

A schematic of the SALT data acquisition and control systems is shown in Figure 4. Most data and control signals are routed through a Precision Filter 464k 128 input x 128 output programmable patch. Using the switch, input and output signals can be easily routed to acquisition and control hardware depending on the test configuration, without physical rewiring.

![Schematic of SALT data acquisition and control systems.](image)

A data acquisition system (DAS) computer, located at the lower left of the schematic, hosts various data acquisition software including National Instruments (NI) LabView, MATLAB, and M+P International Smart Office Analyzer. The DAS computer is connected to a seventeen-slot PXI chassis that can accommodate any combination of A/D or D/A cards, as needed for a particular test. For most testing, the chassis is populated with eleven 24-bit/8-channel NI 4472B A/D cards for acquiring responses of individual microphones, intensity probes, or other instrumentation.

The particular software and hardware used to generate drive signals for noise or vibration sources in the reverberant room depends on the type of test being conducted. For absorption testing, drive signals are generated on the DAS computer by a 16-bit/8-channel NI 6733 D/A card in the PXI chassis. For all other testing, drive signals are generated on a second computer, labeled the “Acoustic Control CPU” in the schematic, in either an open- or closed-loop configuration. The open-loop configuration is used for transmission loss testing. In this configuration, the digital audio workstation software Audition is used to play up to twenty-four pre-generated signals simultaneously via a 24-bit/64-channel RME ADI-648 digital audio interface with three, 8-channel Frontier Tango-24 D/A converters. This software and
The hardware combination provides the capability to drive each speaker in the reverberant room independently of all other speakers with a signal of arbitrary spectral shape. Individual gains in the Audition software are adjusted to obtain a desired overall sound pressure level in the reverberant room.

The closed-loop configuration is used to produce a specified 1/3-octave band reverberant acoustic excitation for high-intensity room acoustic tests. Closed-loop refers to the fact that the sound spectrum in the reverberant room is monitored and used to determine appropriate drive signals to obtain the desired spectrum. In this capacity, the Acoustic Control CPU runs M+P International Acoustic Control software, which generates its drive signal via a VTI Instruments VXI 1433B front-end incorporating up to eight control inputs. Because the controller is typically used to generate a high-intensity acoustic environment for qualification testing, a hardware emergency stop button may be used to terminate the drive signal. Depending on the application, the drive signal may be sent to a XTA Electronics DP224 hardware crossover, with up to three of its four outputs sent via the patch to one or more amplifiers. The acoustic control system is discussed more fully in Section 2.3.2.

In all test configurations, the drive signals are sent through the programmable patch for routing to amplifiers, whose outputs are directed to the sources in the reverberant room.

### 2.2 Instrumentation

The acoustic excitation in the reverberant room is measured using pre-polarized microphones with an appropriate preamplifier. For excitation levels below 135 dB, G.R.A.S type 46AQ 12.7 mm (½ in) random incidence microphones are used. For high-intensity applications, PCB type 377A12 6.35 mm (¼ in) pressure field microphones are used. In both cases, signal conditioning is provided by 16-channel PCB type 584 ICP signal conditioning units, whose outputs are wired to the programmable patch inputs for routing to the DAS and/or acoustic control systems. For transmission loss and absorption testing, twelve microphones are suspended from the ceiling at heights ranging from 1.1 to 2.7 m off the floor, and at a variety of locations around the room. This arrangement is used to estimate the mean and variance of the sound pressure level in the room. For closed-loop qualification testing, up to eight microphones are used. These are typically arranged at various heights in a circular configuration about the test article.

For transmission loss testing, the acoustic response transmitted through a test article into the anechoic room is measured using 12.7 mm (½ in) B&K 3599 intensity probes, with signal conditioning provided by B&K Nexus conditioning amplifiers. To accelerate testing, five intensity probes are evenly spaced along a thin, vertical pole on the anechoic side of the TL window, as shown in Figure 5. The pole is traversed horizontally and vertically using stepper motors under the command of a CompuMotor drive controller. Motion of the traverse is directed by a MATLAB-based data acquisition system running on the DAS computer, as shown in Figure 4. This approach provides an efficient and automatic implementation of the discrete point method for intensity measurement, as described in ASTM 2249 [8]. A scan grid is defined for each test article based on considerations of test duration, frequency range, and complexity of the intensity field. The offset distance between the intensity measurement plane and the test article can be adjusted from approximately 0.127 m to 0.381 m to accommodate test articles with deep stiffeners or highly reactive intensity fields [9]. In all cases the measurement plane extends to the 45° walls surrounding the window aperture to fully enclose the structure’s radiation path. A curved array can also be used to measure sound radiation from curved test articles [10].
Figure 5: Vertical array of five intensity probes (left side) used for TL testing. A PRSEUS composite test panel is shown installed in the aluminum/MDF sandwich adapter frame.

For frequencies between 100 Hz and 6.3 kHz intensity probes with a 12 mm spacer between the microphones provide nearly unbiased measurements. This frequency range can be extended to 10 kHz with the application of a high frequency pressure correction [11]. The correction compensates for the underestimation of intensity at high frequencies that is inherent to the use of free-field microphones in intensity probes. The correction is computed from the electrostatic actuator response recorded during the manufacturer’s calibration.

Additional instrumentation needed for a particular test, such as IEPE accelerometers for measuring a structure’s dynamic response, are readily conditioned and routed to the acquisition system using the programmable switch. Non-contacting structural dynamic response measurements can also be made from either the reverberant or anechoic rooms using a Polytec PSV-300 scanning laser Doppler vibrometer, which utilizes a separate DAS not shown in Figure 4.

2.3 Acoustic Sources

The SALT facility is equipped with a variety of sources for generating acoustic excitation in the reverberant room. Those used in TL, absorption and qualification testing are next discussed.

2.3.1 TL and Absorption Testing

For TL and absorption testing where sound levels in the reverberant room rarely need to exceed 130 dB, a combination of high-frequency compression drivers and low to mid-frequency loudspeakers are used. The compression drivers consist of fifteen BMS model 4590 co-axial drivers, each with a passive 6.5 kHz crossover, and three JBL 2446H drivers. Fifteen of these drivers are installed on the two walls adjacent to the wall containing the TL window; the other three are mounted on the wall opposite the TL window. Six JBL JRX115i two-way loudspeakers are used to provide low to mid-frequency excitation (<1 kHz) in the reverberant room. Four are ceiling mounted in the corners of the room and two are floor standing in opposite corners of the room. Power to the compression drivers and loudspeakers is provided by a bank of Rane MA-6S amplifiers, see Figure 4.

2.3.2 Qualification Testing

For qualification testing, the performance of a noise generation system comprised of two Cerwin-Vega VIS-218 subwoofers, two Ling EPT94B pneumatic drivers, and six compression drivers was previously characterized [12]. The system was found to be capable of producing desired test spectra below 141 dB overall sound pressure level (OASPL) over
the 31.5 – 2k Hz 1/3-octave band range [12]. This system has the attractive feature of generating moderately high levels with a relatively low noise floor of 107 dB. Greater levels however are required to simulate external loads associated with current and future launch vehicles.

To better address these requirements, an effort was initiated in 2006 to design and construct an additional high-intensity noise generation system for qualification testing. The system utilizes two Wyle WAS 3000 airstream modulators, one of which is coupled to a folded exponential horn with a cutoff frequency of 35 Hz, and the other coupled to a smaller exponential horn with a cutoff frequency of 160 Hz (see Figure 2). Each airstream modulator is supplied with a continuous 2.04 atm (30 psi) air supply. Air is discharged around a standoff panel in the TL window, through the anechoic room and to the outside via a flow duct. The air-on background noise level associated with this system is 124 dB. The modulators are serviced by a 2-channel Crown I-T6000 amplifier. The eighteen aforementioned compression drivers are used for high-frequency noise generation.

Qualification testing generally has strict requirements on sound exposure time and maximum sound levels, to ensure an adequate test has been conducted without overstressing the component. To satisfy these requirements, a closed-loop control strategy was implemented that controls the sound spectrum in the room. The control strategy takes advantage of the frequency response of each component. Shown in Figure 6 is the frequency response of both horns when individually subjected to an open-loop white noise input. Measurements were acquired using eight 6.35 mm (¼ in) high-intensity microphones arranged in a 3.96 m diameter circle centered in the reverberant room, at heights ranging from 1.12 – 2.51 m off the floor. The compression drivers were previously determined to operate best above 1 kHz. Based on this data, the control strategy shown in Table 1 was ultimately adopted. Note that a second pass of gain staging on the compression drivers was used to achieve a higher gain on the drive signal without clipping the signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Control strategy used for high-intensity noise generation system.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Hz Horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Hz Horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 24 dB Linkwitz-Riley

The effectiveness of the controller is demonstrated for the 35 Hz horn (Figure 7), the 160 Hz horn (Figure 8), and for the combined system (Figure 9). The bars represent the control level obtained from the average of the eight control microphones. Note that the control ranges shown in these figures reflect preliminary settings before those indicated in Table 1 were settled upon. In these and subsequent closed-loop control plots, the green line represents the 1/3-octave band set point, the yellow lines represent a user-selected ±3 dB deviation from the set point, and the red line represents a user-selected +6 dB abort limit. As configured, up to five bands may exceed the abort limit. A ±3 dB alarm limit and +6 dB abort limit was also specified on the OASPL. The results for the combined system demonstrate an overall control range of 40 Hz to 4 kHz for an OASPL of 137 dB. The limiting factor for a flat response is the performance of the compression drivers. However, this is not a significant factor for most shaped qualification test spectra, as will be shown in Section 4.1.
3. FACILITY CHARACTERIZATION

This section describes different measurements that are used to quantify the acceptable operating frequency range of the reverberant source room and anechoic room. As most testing in the facility concerns broadband noise sources, the frequency ranges are given here in terms of 1/3-octave band center frequencies.

3.1 Reverberant Room

Several criteria are given in different standards for determining the adequacy of a room for creating a reverberant sound field. For example, the ISO 354 standard, used to determine sound absorption of materials, specifies a maximum allowable room absorption area, denoted here as $A_{\text{max}}$, as a function of 1/3-octave center frequency. On the other hand, the ASTM E90 standard, which is referenced by the ASTM E2249 standard for TL measurement using the intensity technique, gives $A_{\text{max}}$ as $V^{2/3}/3$, where $V$ is the room volume. This corresponds to $A_{\text{max}} = 14.2 \text{ m}^2$ for the reverberant room in SALT. The E90 standard acknowledges that meeting this absorption area requirement may not be feasible at frequencies above 2 kHz. It
further states that absorption may be increased below the Schröder frequency, \( f = 2000 / V^{1/3} \), to comply with other standards, but not more than three times \( A_{\text{max}} \). Yet another criterion can be found in ISO 3741, the standard for determining sound power and sound energy levels in reverberant rooms. This standard requires that the average sound absorption coefficient \( \tilde{\alpha} = A/S \) be less than \( \tilde{\alpha}_{\text{max}} = 0.16 \) below the Schröder frequency, and be less than \( \tilde{\alpha}_{\text{max}} = 0.06 \) above the Schröder frequency. Here \( A \) is the absorption area of the room and \( S \) is the room surface area.

Table 2 provides an overview of recently measured reverberant room characteristics by 1/3-octave center frequency, in relation to the previously mentioned criteria. For these measurements, the room was completely empty, except for the 18 high-frequency, wall-mounted compression drivers. The acoustic horns and all but one low-frequency loudspeaker were removed from the room during testing. The low-frequency loudspeaker acted as the source. In addition, a heavy panel was installed in the TL window to minimize energy losses to the anechoic room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One-third Octave Band Center Frequency</th>
<th>Mean Reverberation Time</th>
<th>Equivalent Sound Absorption Area</th>
<th>ISO 354 ( A_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>ASTM E90 ( A_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\alpha}(T20) )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\alpha}_{\text{max}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Hz]</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>[m²]</td>
<td>[m²]</td>
<td>[m²]</td>
<td>[m²]</td>
<td>[m²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3150</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6300</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>15.66</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean reverberation times, listed in column two, show the expected decrease with increasing frequency above 160 Hz. Because measurement of the full 60 dB decay time is generally not possible due to signal-to-noise limitations, the \( T_{20} \) values are provided, which are the 60 dB reverberation times estimated from the early 20 dB decays. The equivalent sound absorption areas of the room, listed in column three, are below the maximum allowable values from ISO 354 and ASTM E90, listed in columns four and five. Sabine absorption
coefficients, shown in column six, are equal or below the maximum value allowed by ISO 3741 from 80 Hz to 6 kHz. In general, the data indicate the room is able to generate adequately diffuse fields for absorption area and TL measurements according to the standards for those measurements. The reader is referred to [13] for a more comprehensive assessment of the room incorporating various other criteria and different room conditions.

3.2 Anechoic Room

The purpose of the anechoic and hemi-anechoic rooms is to provide a free-field or a partly free-field environment for sound power, sound pressure level, sound intensity and directivity measurements of acoustic sources. Characteristics of the anechoic room, measured in 1999 [6], are only summarized here as the configuration of the room has not changed since those measurements were made.

Characterization of the anechoic room follows the procedure described in ISO 3745, which specifies maximum allowable differences between inverse-square-law calculations and measured levels at varying distances from a sound source in the room. Acoustic measurements were conducted for both an anechoic and hemi-anechoic room, using a 0.241 m diameter Kevlar cone loudspeaker in the corner of the anechoic room and a four-microphone measurement pole placed at various distances from the loudspeaker. The loudspeaker was positioned halfway between the floor and the ceiling with horizontal clearances of 1.30 m and 1.75 m to the nearest acoustic foam wedge tips. An amplified pink noise signal was supplied to the loudspeaker. Deviations from the inverse-square-law sound pressure levels were calculated from 80 Hz to 12.5 kHz and normalized to the sound level measured at a far-field microphone 2.74 m from the source.

In the anechoic configuration, the deviations from inverse-square-law were all within the requirements specified in the standard, except the farthest measurement locations below 250 Hz. At these locations, the measurement microphones were close to the room corner opposite the sound source. The excess deviations were attributed to long wavelength sound reflecting from the corners of the room. In the hemi-anechoic configuration, deviations were within the range permitted by the international standard, except for three corner measurement locations at 80 Hz one corner location at 100 Hz.

Deviations from inverse square law were also measured and calculated when the sound source was hung in front of the TL window. A seven-ply fiberboard insert was placed in the window and covered with 0.914 m thick acoustic foam to minimize acoustic reflections from the insert. Deviations were within the criteria of ISO 37452 except for a few locations near the fiberboard insert and the opposite room wall below 160 Hz. These higher deviations were attributed to long wavelength sound reflecting from the nearby wall and interacting with the incident sound.

These measurements indicate the anechoic room provides an adequate approximation of a free-field acoustic environment from 80 Hz to 12.5 kHz, although care should be taken to keep an adequate separation distance between the microphones and walls of the room below 250 Hz.

4. APPLICATIONS

This section discusses test results that illustrate the capabilities of the SALT facility for qualification, TL and acoustic absorption testing.

4.1 High-Intensity Qualification Testing

The sound generating capability of the new high-intensity system is next demonstrated for three relevant test spectra; a payload launch environment for the X-37 Orbital Test Vehicle [14], a payload acoustic environment for the Orbital Sciences Corporation Minotaur IV [15],
and a typical external acoustic launch environment. All tests were performed in an empty reverberant room, i.e., without a test article installed.

The acoustic spectrum tested for the X-37 launch environment was generated by bounding acoustic spectra derived from the Atlas V and Delta IV launch environments. This spectrum was previously used to perform room-temperature tests of candidate X-37 hot structure control surfaces including C/SiC and C/C flaperon subcomponents, and a C/C ruddervator subcomponent [5]. The spectrum shown in Figure 10 demonstrates the high level of control achievable with this system. In addition, comparable performance is noted at 6 dB above the reference level, indicating significant margin for accelerated testing.

The Minotaur IV payload environment is considered next. This environment has a prominent peak from the 160 to 500 Hz 1/3-octave bands, as seen in Figure 12. Good control is maintained throughout the frequency range. When pushed to the limit, the noise generation system was capable of generating this spectrum 18 dB above the reference level, or 154 dB OASPL, albeit with distortion in the region above 1 kHz. Nevertheless, the spectrum was maintained within the limits specified.
Lastly, a typical external acoustic launch environment is shown in Figure 14. Good control is maintained over the full range. The +3 dB accelerated spectrum shown in Figure 15 is seen to maintain the desired shape.

The above results demonstrate the ability of the SALT high-intensity noise generation system to perform qualification testing in relevant environments.

4.2 Transmission Loss Testing

4.2.1 Test Method

Measurement of transmission loss is one of the SALT facility’s primary functions. These tests are conducted according to the discrete point method described in ASTM E2249 for transmission loss measurement using sound intensity [8]. For TL testing, a test panel is installed in the TL window, drivers in the reverberant source room create a diffuse field, and the array of intensity probes is used to scan the sound power transmitted through the test panel. Each driver in the source room is driven with a signal that is statistically independent from the signal used to drive every other acoustic source. The drive signals are shaped to maintain adequate signal to noise ratio at higher frequencies where TL is typically highest. TL testing is typically conducted in the linear range with space averaged reverberant room levels, \( L_{1r} \), maintained near 100 dB OASPL. The sound level in the room is quantified using the twelve 12.7 mm (½ in) random incidence microphones located randomly throughout the room.

From the ASTM standard [8], the TL is defined as the dB ratio of incident to transmitted power,

\[
TL = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{W_{in}}{W_{rad}} \right) = \left[ L_{i} - 6 + 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{S}{S_{m}} \right) \right] - \left[ \bar{L}_{in} + 10 \log_{10} \left( S_{m} \right) \right]
\]  (1)

where \( L_{i} \) is the average source room sound pressure level, \( \bar{L}_{in} \) is the surface averaged transmitted sound intensity normal to the measurement surface, \( S \) is the radiating area of the test article, and \( S_{m} \) is the area of the intensity measurement surface. \( \bar{L}_{in} \) is computed from discrete-point intensity measurements made using the array traverse system described previously and shown in Figure 5. Specifically, the measured intensity \( \hat{I}_{nk} \) at the \( k^{th} \) point is
computed from the imaginary part of the cross spectrum between the microphone pair pressure signals $\hat{p}_1$ and $\hat{p}_2$ using the expression

$$\hat{I}_{nk} = \frac{\text{Im}\{\hat{p}_1\hat{p}_2^*\}}{2\rho\omega\Delta r},$$

where $\rho$ is the density of air, $\omega$ is the angular frequency, and $\Delta r$ is the microphone separation distance. The surface averaged sound intensity can then be computed by summing the product of individual $\hat{I}_{nk}$ and their corresponding measurement sub-area, $S_{mk}$, taking into account the sign of the individual $\hat{I}_{nk}$ in order to account for sound radiating either toward or away from the test article. The surface averaged normal sound intensity level, $\overline{I}_{nu}$, is then computed as

$$\overline{I}_{nu} = \text{sgn}(\overline{I}_n)10\log\left(\frac{I_n}{I_0}\right)\text{dB}$$

where $\overline{I}_n$ is the surface averaged sound intensity.

The E2249 standard provides two criteria for determination of acceptable measurements when using the discrete point method:

- **Criterion 1**: $F_2 < L_d$ Adequate Dynamic Range
- **Criterion 2**: $N > CF_4^2$ Adequate Measurement Array

In Criterion 1, the dynamic capability index of each probe, $L_d$, is found from $L_d = \delta_{pl0} - K$, where $\delta_{pl0}$ is the pressure-residual intensity index (PRII) of the probe and $K = 10$ dB is an error factor. The PRII is measured during field calibration prior to testing. The surface pressure-intensity indicator, $F_2$, is the difference between the pressure level and the unsigned intensity level averaged over the scan area. Adequacy of the measurement array resolution, Criterion 2, depends on $N$, the number of scan points, and $F_4$, the field non-uniformity indicator. $F_4$ quantifies the variation of intensity over the scan plane, and $C$ is a frequency dependent correction factor specified in Table A1.1 in E2249.

### 4.2.2 Results

TL measurements from a thin unstiffened aluminum panel and a stiffened composite structure are presented here to illustrate the capabilities of the facility. The thin aluminum panel, with dimensions 0.81 mm x 1.22 m x 1.22 m, was installed in the adaptor frame discussed earlier; the ensonified and radiating surface areas of the panel were 1.365 m². The scan plane of the intensity probes was offset from the test article by 0.36 m, and the spacing between neighboring scan points was approximately 14 cm. This spacing corresponds to 195 discrete intensity measurement points.

The measured TL of the aluminum panel, with the high frequency correction, is compared with predicted TL in Figure 16. The aluminum panel’s TL was predicted using a classical wave approach with a correction for the spatial windowing effects of the finite panel, using the method described in Villot et al. [16] and Vigran [17]. The measurements and predictions show excellent agreement above 125 Hz. At lower frequencies, a number of biasing effects are expected, such as non-diffuseness in the source room, and modal interaction between the test panel and the adaptor frame.

The measurement-acceptability criteria for the aluminum panel data are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. In Figure 17, $F_2$ is well below $L_d$ for all five probe pairs, and thus the dynamic range is adequate. The adequacy of the measurement array is illustrated in Figure 18, where $N$ exceeds $CF_4^2$ throughout the entire frequency range.
The measured TL of a stiffened composite structure, called PRSEUS, is briefly discussed here as a demonstration of typical tests conducted in the facility. PRSEUS (Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient Unitized Structure) is a fastenerless composite fuselage concept with stitched and co-cured stringer and frame stiffeners, created to explore alternative fuselage architectures able to support loading conditions in unconventional aircraft [18]. The test panel constructed using the PRSEUS method can be seen in the TL window in Figure 5. The TL was measured using the intensity probe array and similar scan settings used on the unstiffened aluminum panel. The measured results are compared with predictions from two finite element based methods of varying computational expense. The first method is a conventional boundary element approach that accounts for the sound radiation from the panel, including scattering and direct radiation from the stiffeners. This method requires considerable computational resources and was only carried out for a portion of the frequency range. A second, more efficient method was also used that ignored scattering and direct radiation from the stiffeners and assumed planar radiation impedance by using a Rayleigh integral approach. The structure, finite element model, and analysis procedures pertaining to this structure can be found in [1].

Measured and predicted TL data for the PRSEUS panel are shown in Figure 19 for a frequency range from 315 to 3150 Hz. The measurements and predictions agree well, although the BEM prediction was only done at four 1/3-octave bands due to the computational expense of that model. The simpler planar-radiator model that ignored effects of the large stiffeners shows good agreement with measured data from 400 Hz to 1600 Hz. Note that comparing predictions and measurements below 315 Hz becomes problematic due to coupling between the stiff PRSEUS panel and the surrounding adaptor frame; this coupling was not represented in the models.

The relatively small deviations between measured and predicted TL for these test panels (<2 dB above 100 Hz for the aluminum panel, and <4 dB from 400 Hz to 3.15 kHz for the PRSEUS panel) provide confidence that the basic data acquisition and post-processing procedures used for computing TL in the SALT facility produce meaningful results.
4.3 Absorption Area Testing

4.3.1 Test Method

The reverberant room can be used to determine the sound absorption of a material following procedures given in ASTM C423-09a and ISO 354:2003(E) [19]. For these tests, a heavy panel is installed in the TL window to minimize energy loss to the anechoic room. Note that with the panel installed, the equivalent sound absorption area in the room is below the maximum allowable equivalent sound absorption area in ISO 354 from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. The absorption measurement procedure is based on measured reverberation times with and without the test specimen in the reverberant room. The resulting reverberation times are then used to compute the equivalent absorption area, $A$, in a given 1/3-octave band, for the room with and without the test specimen, according to

$$A = 0.9210 \frac{Vd}{c}$$

where $V$ is the room volume, $c$ is the speed of sound, and $d$ is the sound decay rate for the octave band. If $A_2$ denotes the absorption area with the test specimen present in the room and $A_1$ the absorption area for the empty room, the diffuse field sound absorption coefficient $\alpha_d$ can be determined by

$$\alpha_d = \frac{A_2 - A_1}{S} + \alpha_s,$$

where $S$ is the area of the test specimen and $\alpha_s$ is the absorption coefficient attributed to the area covered by the test specimen (assumed to be zero for the hard floor reverberant room). The decay rate attributed to air attenuation is accounted for prior to calculating the absorption area and is a function of the ambient room conditions.

An integrated impulse response method with background noise correction is used to measure the decay curves in the reverberant room [20]. Before each test, the background noise is measured in the room in order to apply it as a correction to the integrated impulse. The test procedure is automated, using the existing loudspeakers and twelve hanging 12.7 mm ($\frac{1}{2}$ in) microphones so decay rates can be efficiently measured at multiple combinations of source positions and microphone locations without having to open the doors to the room. The number of source positions can be varied, but for a typical test, the room is excited with five of the wall-mounted compression drivers and three of the low-frequency (ceiling-mounted)
drivers, one driver at a time. The low frequency drivers are used to generate response data from 80 Hz through the 1 kHz 1/3-octave band. For a given 1/3-octave band, the excitation signal sent to a loudspeaker consists of the time-reversed impulse response of the corresponding 1/3-octave band-pass filter. A MATLAB program running on the DAS computer is used to send signals out through the NI 6733 D/A card, and record the microphone responses via the NI 4472B A/D cards.

Decay times are estimated for each speaker-microphone combination and then averaged together. The decay times are computed as $T_{60} = 60/d$, where the decay rate, $d$, is computed from a log-linear regression of the reverse integrated decay curve for a speaker-microphone combination. The log-linear regression is used to estimate the slope of the decay curve along a 20 dB range starting 5 dB below the peak level [19]. The combination of twelve microphones and 3 low frequency drivers yields 36 decay curves per band; the 5 high frequency drivers yield 60 decay curves per band above 1 kHz. The arithmetic mean of the computed decay times are then calculated (after compensating for air attenuation) and used in equation (4). The variance can also be propagated through the expressions to estimate the uncertainty of $A$ and $\alpha_d$ over the set of unique source and microphone positions.

### 4.3.2 Results

The absorption measurement procedure was used to measure the diffuse field sound absorption coefficient of a sample of 9.6 kg/m$^3$, 25.4 mm-thick aircraft grade fiberglass. The sample was cut to cover a 3.66 m x 3.66 m square area and was placed on the floor in a random, centrally located position avoiding close proximity with the room walls. The $T_{60}$ reverberation times measured with and without the sample are shown in Figure 20. As expected, the decay times with the test specimen in the room are less than the decay times without the specimen. The corresponding absorption coefficient is shown in Figure 21. These data also show the expected behavior of $\alpha$ approaching unity at high frequencies. Values of $\alpha$ greater than unity are possible if the edges of the sample absorb a significant amount of sound and those edges aren’t included in the absorption area.

![Figure 20: Reverberation time, T60, with and without the fiberglass sample.](image1.png)

![Figure 21: Diffuse field absorption coefficient of the fiberglass.](image2.png)

Determining the overall uncertainty of transmission loss and absorption area measurements acquired using the above procedures requires establishing a budget of uncertainty components and will be the subject of future efforts.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Recent enhancements to the NASA Langley Structural Acoustics and Loads Transmission facility have increased its testing capabilities in a substantial manner. A new high-intensity noise generation system increased the maximum overall sound pressure level to 154 dB, an increase of 13 dB over its prior maximum. The closed-loop control system allowed a uniform spectrum to be maintained over a 40 – 4k Hz bandwidth, and relevant launch spectra to be simulated at and above the specified reference level. The facility is therefore capable of performing high-intensity qualification testing over a range of environments.

Also demonstrated was the ability of the SALT facility to conduct transmission loss and absorption testing. An efficient means of transmission loss testing in accordance with the discrete point method described in ASTM E2249 was demonstrated for a simple unstiffened panel and a stiffened composite structure. A traversing array of intensity probes was employed to reduce test time. Relatively small deviations between measured and predicted TL for these test panels established confidence in the TL measurements made in the SALT facility. Finally, an absorption testing method made in accordance with ASTM and ISO standards was demonstrated using aircraft grade fiberglass. The data showed expected trends in the absorption coefficient as a function of frequency.

The improvements in facility capabilities and demonstration of standard test capabilities position the SALT facility to support future research and development activities within the NASA Aeronautics Research, Exploration Systems, and Science Mission Directorates, as well as external utilization.
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